
About the tests

Cambridge Lower Secondary Progression Tests are available for English, English as a Second Language, Mathematics and Science.

Test format

Paper-based tests are available in all four subjects. The new English, Mathematics and Science 2018 tests are also available as on-screen
versions. Schools can choose either format for delivering the tests. On-screen tests are administered using an online testing platform
(Inspera), accessed via an internet browser. The content in both formats is similar, but on-screen tests require less marking and the reports
can be accessed without having to key in the marks.

See below for question paper examples in both paper-based and on-screen formats.

English

English progression tests are available at Stages 7, 8 and 9. The new 2018 tests cover the learning objectives from the new English curriculum
framework, across the relevant stage.

There are two question papers at each stage:

Stages 7 to 9 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test (non-fiction) 1 hour 10 minutes 50 marks

Paper 2: Written test (fiction) 1 hour 10 minutes 50 marks

 Total: 100 marks

 
English progression test papers include a range of different question types, including short answer and multiple-choice questions. Writing is
assessed using an extended writing task in each paper. All questions are compulsory in both papers. An example question on paper and on-
screen is below:  

   

English progression tests cover two assessment strands: Reading and Writing. Each assessment strand is divided into assessment sub-strands.
The assessment strands and sub-strands are described in the table below:

Assessment strand Assessment  
sub-strand

Description

Reading In all relevant genres and text types:

Explicit meaning knowing how to read texts to locate, retrieve and compare information and ideas;

skimming and scanning; noting key points; identifying information across texts;
distinguishing between fact and opinion

Implicit meaning interpreting texts to understand the meaning the author is trying to convey
beyond stated information; setting; characterisation; viewpoint; prediction;
personal response

Language and structure
of a text

features of different genres and text types; language choice (understanding how
the choice of language is used to convey information and create particular
effects); understanding imagery; comparing texts

Purpose and viewpoint
analysing main ideas, viewpoints, themes and purposes in a text; features of
fiction and non-fiction texts; social, cultural and historical contexts; use of layout,
form and presentation

Writing In all relevant genres and text types:

Content/purpose and
audience

language choice; creative content; note-taking and summarising; narrative
structure (including character, setting and plot); choosing and using language
features appropriately for the text types and genres; viewpoint; reviewing writing
for impact on the reader; developing vocabulary; choosing vocabulary; types of
imagery

Text structure paragraph and sentence structure; use of cohesive devices with audience and
purpose in mind; writing based on model texts

Sentence structure

simple and complex sentences; clauses; verb forms; word classes; connectives;
use of a range of sentence types to achieve different effects; reviewing writing for
accuracy; understanding and using a range of punctuation accurately and for a
purpose

Spelling letter knowledge; handwriting; spelling patterns; regular words; irregular words;
strategies

Speaking and Listening skills are not assessed in Cambridge Lower Secondary English Progression Tests.



Mathematics

Mathematics progression tests are available at Stages 7, 8 and 9. The tests cover the learning objectives from across the relevant stage.

There are three question papers at each stage:

Stages 7 to 9 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test 55 minutes 45 marks

Paper 2: Written test* 55 minutes 45 marks

Paper 3: Mental strategies test 15 minutes (approximately) 10 marks**

 Total: 100 marks

 
*Use of a calculator is permitted in paper 2 only.

**Paper 3 is marked out of 20 but is weighted to 10 marks in order to maintain its weighting in the overall assessment.

Mathematics progression test papers 1 and 2 include structured questions requiring numeric, one-word or short answers as well as questions
that require graphical answers and matching, and multiple-choice questions. Paper 3 assesses the learner’s ability to perform mathematical
operations in their head. All questions are compulsory in all three papers. An example question on paper and on-screen is below:

Mathematics progression tests cover five assessment strands: Number, Algebra, Geometry, Measure and Handling data. Each assessment
strand is divided into sub-strands. The assessment strands and sub-strands are described in the table below:

Assessment strand Assessment  
sub-strand

Description

Number Integers, powers and
roots

placing positive and negative integers on a number line; identifying and using
multiples, factors, multiples, primes and directed numbers; calculating squares,
square roots, cubes and cube roots and using appropriate notation

Place value, ordering
and rounding

rounding to a given number of decimal places and significant figures; ordering
and comparing numbers; using the order of operations, including brackets and
powers

Fractions, decimals,
percentages, ratio and
proportion

adding, subtracting and comparing fractions; converting fractions to decimals;
calculating and using percentages, ration and proportion to solve problems

Calculation knowing and applying mental strategies (known principles, patterns, systems,
functions and relationships) to add, subtract, multiply and divide

Algebra Expressions, equations
and formulae

constructing, simplifying and transforming algebraic expressions; constructing
and solving linear equations; deriving and using formulae; understanding and
using inequality signs

Sequences, functions
and graphs

generating sequences from spatial patterns; representing simple functions;
generating coordinate pairs; generating terms of a linear sequence; finding term-
to-term and position-to-term rules of sequences; expressing functions
algebraically; plotting graphs of linear functions; finding the inverse of linear
function, solving simultaneous linear equations

Geometry Shapes and geometric
reasoning

identifying and classifying shapes; understanding all types of symmetry; plans
and elevations; knowing and using angle properties; calculating interior and
exterior angles; solving geometrical problems; constructions using a ruler,
straight edge and compasses; knowing and using Pythagoras’s theorem

Position and movement reading and plotting coordinates; tessellation; reflections, rotations and
translations; enlargement; interpreting and making scale drawings

Measure Length, mass and
capacity

estimating, measuring and comparing; solving problems; converting between
different units of measurement; reading digital and analogue scales of
measurement

Time and rates of
change

understanding relationships between units of time; calculating time intervals;
interpreting timetables; travel graphs; average speed

Area, perimeter and
volume

converting between units of length and area; deriving and using formulae to
calculate area and volume; using nets to calculate surface area



Handling data Planning and collecting
data

identifying and collecting data; designing, using and refining a data collection
sheet; constructing frequency tables; selecting and using different types of
diagrams and graphs to answer real-life questions; understanding the difference
between discrete and continuous data

Processing and
presenting data

calculating the mode, mean, median and range; drawing and interpreting a
variety of graphs and charts

Interpreting and
discussing results

interpreting tables, graphs and diagrams for discrete and continuous data;
drawing conclusions; comparing distributions

Probability using the language of probability to describe and interpret results; finding and
estimating probabilities using data; finding probabilities of equally likely
outcomes

Problem solving is not assessed separately for Mathematics. The application of problem solving techniques and skills is an integral part of all
five assessment strands.

Science

Science progression tests are available at Stages 7, 8 and 9. The tests cover the learning objectives from across the relevant stage.

There are two question papers at each stage:

Stage 7 to 9 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test* 45 minutes 50 marks

Paper 2: Written test* 45 minutes 50 marks

 Total: 100 marks

 
*Use of a calculator is permitted.

Science progression test papers include structured questions requiring numeric, one-word or short answers as well as questions that require
graphical answers, matching, and multiple-choice questions. All questions are compulsory in both papers. An example question on paper and
on-screen is below:

Science progression tests cover four assessment strands: Scientific enquiry, Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Each assessment strand is
divided into sub-strands. The assessment of Scientific enquiry is contextualised using Biology, Chemistry and Physics content. The
assessment strands and sub-strands are described in the table below:

Assessment strand Assessment  
sub-strand

Description

Scientific enquiry Planning from ideas and
evidence

Understanding the importance of questions, evidence an explanations; making
and reviewing predictions using a variety of evidence; suggesting ideas; selecting
and using equipment; planning investigations; using sampling techniques

Obtaining and
presenting evidence

Making and recoding observations and measurements; modelling, presenting
and reviewing results; making results more reliable

Considering evidence
and approach

Presenting conclusions using a variety of methods; discussing explanations using
scientific knowledge and understanding; identifying anomalies and correlations
in results

Biology Plants Knowing the parts of a plant and their functions; understanding photosynthesis;
understanding reproduction in flowering plants

Humans as organisms Recognising and understanding the functions of parts of the body including
major organs; the skeleton and muscles; the circulatory system; the respiratory
system; the reproductive system; describing aerobic respiration; knowing the
importance of a healthy diet and functions of nutrients

Cells and organisms Identifying the characteristics of living things; knowing and comparing the
structure of plant and animal cells; understanding that cells group together to
form tissues, organs and organisms

Living things in their
environment

Understanding the influence of humans on the environment; identification keys;
explaining and modelling food chains; population sizes

Variation and
classification

Classifying plants and animals; understanding and investigating variation within
a species; exploring the work of Darwin and the scientific theory of natural
selection



Chemistry States of matter Using particle theory of matter to explain properties of solids, liquids and gases

Material properties Metals and non-metals; properties of everyday materials; structures of atoms and
elements; distinguishing elements, compounds and mixtures

Material changes Using a pH scale; applications of neutralisation; distinguishing acid and alkaline
solutions; using word equations; explain endothermic process; understanding
the reactivity series; displacement reaction

The Earth Different types of rocks and soil; the internal structure of the Earth; examining
fossils and estimating the age of the Earth

Physics Forces and motion Understanding different forces and pressure; the effect of gravity; calculating
speed and interpreting distance/time graphs; densities of solids, liquids and
gases
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Electricity and
magnetism

Properties of magnets; magnetic fields; constructing and using an
electromagnet; describing electrostatics and the concept of charge;
understanding parallel circuits; measuring current

Energy Recognising different energy stores and energy transfers, identifying conduction,
convections and radiation; considering the world’s energy needs

The Earth and beyond Movement of the Earth; relative positions and movement of planets in the solar
system; the impact of scientists such as Copernicus and Galileo

Sound The properties of sound; using an oscilloscope

Light Understanding how shadows are formed; describing reflection; refraction;
dispersion of white light; absorption and reflection of coloured light


